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Key Features

An interactive and accessible writing guide that will help you gain full command over the language●

Write effective, idiomatic code in JavaScript to develop powerful web applications with OOP and●

functional and reactive programming principles
Explore the world of front-and back-end architectures and combine them to write Universal JavaScript●

Book Description

JavaScript is the most widely used language over the web, but to become truly productive at web
development, you need to take advantage of the wealth of JavaScript's features in the right manner.

The book begins by getting you up to speed with using JavaScript and answers some of the small, tactical
questions on writing elegant code. Once you're well versed with writing well-structured JavaScript code, we
move on to address larger problems in web development by introducing some of the widely used OOP and
functional and reactive programming techniques. From there, we'll take a tour of some of the cool, important
JavaScript features used to control the DOM and browser rendering to build compelling front-end UIs.

We'll then dive into using React as a front-end architecture and you'll learn to script on the server side and
write Isomorphic code. The book ends by exploring some of the widely used testing and deployment
techniques that will ensure your code runs perfectly.

By the end of this book, you will know how to write effective and clean code in JavaScript by taking
advantage of its best and possibly most neglected features.

What you will learn

Set up the modern front-end workflow●

Write maintainable code on both the front and back ends●

Improvise development by writing Universal JavaScript●

Modularize your programs for better reusability●

Use the best known design patterns for effective programming●

Draft code functionally and use Reactive programming for highly interactive experiences●

About the Author

Callum is a full-stack JS developer, who, for more than 14 years, has been working with blue-chip
companies, start-ups, and individuals to create sophisticated web applications. Callum has an honors degree
in Physics and cut his web development teeth in a start-up he founded straight from university. He enjoys
developing, testing, and deploying JavaScript both on the client and on the server, and all different types of
projects. Callum is also a keen runner, a fervent Evertonian, and an avid reader.

Callum believes the future of application development is key-stoned by hybridized JavaScript. JavaScript
provides the flexibility to run in any environment, on any device, to do any task and to provide persistence,



all with infinite scalability.

Lucian is an experienced front-end developer / architect, and for the past 15 years he has been creating
websites and intranet applications.

He specializes in building complex single page web apps in agile environments, web 2.0 applications (e-
commerce, multilingual, transactional, API based, architecture/development, and so on), with a deep focus
on front-end development and back-end development, responsive web, usability, and client-side / GUI
development.

Being passionate about keeping himself on top of new and emerging technologies and their potential
application in client engagements, he has an in-depth understanding of the Software Development Life Cycle
(SDLC). The best practices of front-end/UX engineering (User Experience), web standards, usability, and
product/project management is at the core of everything that he does professionally.
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From reader reviews:

Phyllis Sharrow:

The book Fluent JavaScript can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. Exactly
why must we leave a very important thing like a book Fluent JavaScript? Some of you have a different
opinion about publication. But one aim which book can give many facts for us. It is absolutely proper. Right
now, try to closer together with your book. Knowledge or info that you take for that, you could give for each
other; you could share all of these. Book Fluent JavaScript has simple shape nevertheless, you know: it has
great and big function for you. You can appearance the enormous world by open and read a e-book. So it is
very wonderful.

Jennifer Pittman:

Nowadays reading books are more than want or need but also become a life style. This reading practice give
you lot of advantages. The huge benefits you got of course the knowledge even the information inside the
book in which improve your knowledge and information. The knowledge you get based on what kind of
book you read, if you want send more knowledge just go with schooling books but if you want truly feel
happy read one with theme for entertaining including comic or novel. The actual Fluent JavaScript is kind of
book which is giving the reader unforeseen experience.

Tara Smith:

A lot of people always spent their own free time to vacation or perhaps go to the outside with them
household or their friend. Were you aware? Many a lot of people spent that they free time just watching TV,
or playing video games all day long. If you want to try to find a new activity that's look different you can
read a new book. It is really fun in your case. If you enjoy the book that you just read you can spent all day
long to reading a book. The book Fluent JavaScript it doesn't matter what good to read. There are a lot of
folks that recommended this book. We were holding enjoying reading this book. When you did not have
enough space to bring this book you can buy typically the e-book. You can m0ore quickly to read this book
from your smart phone. The price is not too expensive but this book offers high quality.

Ada Peterson:

This Fluent JavaScript is great reserve for you because the content which can be full of information for you
who all always deal with world and still have to make decision every minute. This specific book reveal it
data accurately using great plan word or we can say no rambling sentences inside. So if you are read that
hurriedly you can have whole facts in it. Doesn't mean it only provides you with straight forward sentences
but tricky core information with wonderful delivering sentences. Having Fluent JavaScript in your hand like
obtaining the world in your arm, info in it is not ridiculous 1. We can say that no e-book that offer you world
inside ten or fifteen moment right but this book already do that. So , this really is good reading book. Hello
Mr. and Mrs. occupied do you still doubt which?
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